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applying knowledge & experience produces results

best wishes...

630.293.5444

Retreat

Rest

Reflect

Fran started at KTS in 2002 as
the Office Assistant. She worked closely
with Jan Kramer & Bunny Peters in the
office and was integral in forging the
way for a successful Mulch Department.
Fran worked in customer service for
many years and continued to accept
opportunities to learn more about the
business. Her current role is the Assis-
tant to the Administrative Manager. If
Fran is not spending time at home with
her husband, children and grandchil-
dren, she’s off to the races. She’s a huge
fan of NASCAR and attends races every
chance she gets. Currently, her favorite
driver is Kevin Harvick #4 and she
looks forward to her first time at
Talladega next year. Go Team Fran!

KTS extends our heartfelt wishes to Fran & Ralph. By the end of this year, 
these two dedicated employees will be retiring from KTS. 

“i was taken by the way the work was done. excellent!”
~ Jack, Wheaton

Ralph joined the KTS family
in March of 1978 as a Field Arborist. He
was a crew foreman for years and was
critical in training new & old team-
mates. e last leg of Ralph’s journey
with us has been the Arborist Supply
Coordinator (repairing power heads,
ordering supplies, keeping inventory
and assisting the field crews).  He and
his wife Lucy have traveled overseas
many times and their plans to explore
the U.S. are next. When there is a break
in the action, the acres of woods at his
new Tennessee home need tending to.
You can take the man out of a tree, but
you can’t take the “tree” out of a man. 

The KTS family thanks Fran & Ralph for their dedication and efforts over 
the years and wishes them the happiest & healthiest of retirements.

e trouble 
with retirement
is that you never

get a day off.
~ Abe Lemons
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“we were extremely satisfied with the price & quality of work done. ank you!”
~ Dan & Judy, Winfield

Birch and Oak trees are sensitive to

the alkaline soils common in this

area. Alkaline soils can restrict tree root

growth, making it difficult for the tree to

get necessary nutrients for healthy growth. A sign that a tree is

growing in these soils are yellowing leaves and the symptom or

condition is called chlorosis.  A tree suffering from chlorosis over

an extended period of time can lead to tree decline and death.

There are two recommended fall treatments to reduce the

effects of chlorosis. Verdur® is a form of iron that is easily

absorbed by the tree and lasts up to three years and Cambistat®

which helps promote new root growth. 

Verdur® is a nutrient used to significantly reduce chlorosis caused

by iron deficiencies. Chlorosis is a serious condition where a tree

cannot manufacture enough chlorophyll. Verdur® allows the tree 

to increase chlorophyll and improves tree vigor by producing

green leaves, restoring health and aesthetics.

University studies have shown that Cambistat® can increase the

size and surface area of root systems. The application can slow

the expansion of cells in the top part of the plant, which allows

energy to be redirected to other parts of the plant. Cambistat®

also boosts a tree hormone which stimulates root growth. The

combination of these events can improve tree health and vitality.

In addition to Verdur® and Cambistat®, fall is an excellent time 

to have us apply BioGreen® fertilization. Please contact our 

office at 630-293-5444 for more information or to schedule 

your fall treatments.

Ben Deutsch
Plant Health Care Manager

…message from our Board Certified Master Arborist

Are “Evergreens” really forever green?
N earing the end of summer and

throughout fall, it is not unusual to

glance at an Evergreen tree and notice an

internal glow of yellowing needles. Is this

a reason for concern and a need for a

trusty Certified Arborist? Chances are,

most likely not. 

Evergreen trees remain green throughout

the year because they do not shed their

foliage all at one time like their decid-

uous counterpart; however, Evergreen

foliage does not remain attached indefi-

nitely. As Evergreen foliage ages, it

becomes less efficient at photosynthesis

due to factors such as wax build-up and

shading from newer branches and

needles. Annually, trees will shed their

most inefficient foliage. This process is 

known as “seasonal needle drop.” Each

tree species is different with most shed-

ding foliage in the fall, but some Ever-

green trees will experience this process in

the spring or early summer.

The needles from some Evergreen tree

species will gradually yellow and brown,

while the process with other species can

be quite rapid. Seasonal needle drop with

White Pines is the most dramatic, making

the tree look as if it is dying; alarming

homeowners not familiar with this

natural occurrence. Arborvitae drop

branchlets rather than needles and can

remain on the tree for quite some time.

Spruce and Fir needles also turn yellow

and drop, but the change is usually less

noticeable because older needles are 

thinned

progressively. 

It is important

to check your

trees regularly

to determine if the shedding of needles is

normal or an indication of something

more serious. Trees experiencing normal

needle drop will have a uniform pattern of

gradual discoloration, within the interior,

from the top to the bottom of the tree.

After a few weeks, the needles will fall off

leaving the tree looking healthy again. 

Anne Dalrymple
ISA Board Certified
Master Arborist, IL-4275BT

PHC CORNER:

How did your Birch and Oak trees look this year? 
Have you noticed the leaves yellowing and dropping off the tree?
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American Hornbeam

Soon it will be time for fall clean up in
our gardens and flower beds and an
excellent time to assess the landscape
for next year’s growing season.  Since
we live in a world where nature takes a
back seat to concrete, there are things
we can do to make our way of life
better.  Planting a tree can do just that
and an excellent choice is the American
Hornbeam and here is why:

» Easily grown in wet, dry or heavy
clay soil and very shade-tolerant. The
Hornbeam is a gorgeous and under-
used native woodland tree seen in
every county in Illinois, typically as
either a shade or ornamental tree.
Though the flowers are not very
attractive, the small groups of tan
hop-like fruit add a fascinating
dimension to its appearance.

» Pest & disease resistant and tolerant
of high winds as seen in Chicagoland
area.  The Hornbeam can be kept at
its healthiest condition with regular
fertilization, well irrigated and
mulched soil and occasional pruning
in late winter. Their extremely strong
wood makes them an excellent land-
scape tree in areas that are prone to
high winds and winter ice storms.

» Summer leaves go from green to a
blend of yellow, orange and scarlet in
the fall. The Hornbeam continues to
grow in popularity due to its tough
disposition, native appeal and very
unique look. The bark has been called
“muscle wood” as it resembles
muscles containing wood that is
heavy and hard. When visiting your
local nurseries, other names for the
Hornbeam are Ironwood, Water or
Blue Beech or Musclewood.

» Saving the best for last!  Growing at a
very slow pace and up to almost 40 feet
in height, the American Hornbeam will
form an oval or round canopy while
casting a medium or dense shade in the
full sun. Under idyllic conditions of
either full sun or full shade, this flexible
Hornbeam can be projected to live for
80 years or more!

When shopping for your American Horn-
beam use common sense and choose a
reputable local nursery for the absolute
highest quality tree chosen particularly
for Chicago area landscaping.  The envi-
ronment will benefit; making our lives
better and remind us of what’s really
important; a beautiful ornamental,
native tree in a naturalistic garden.

Renee Sternberg,
PHC Department  

F E A T U R E D  T R E E  O F  T H E  S E A S O N

C A R P I N U S  C A R O L I N I A N A

E-Corner
Social media is a fast paced world. Since

our Spring Newsletter, we have joined

Twitter©!  Twitter© is a social networking

service that we will utilize to provide

quick updates on what is happening at

Kramer Tree.

Keep an eye out for a new social media

campaign called #treeoclocktuesday.  Each

Tuesday we will “tweet” about a different

tree in hopes to help you make the best

selection for your yard.  As always, don’t

miss our other social media channels of

Facebook™, Houzz™ and LinkedIn™.  

All are great sites for being in the know

about Kramer Tree!

Award-Winning!
KTS has been a longtime advocate of the

Illinois Arborist Association (IAA). Whether

it is a monetary donation, volunteerism at

the annual tree climbing

competition and special

events or gifted mate-

rials, KTS gives back

to the organization.

At this year’s IAA

conference in October,

KTS will be accepting the

Special Recognition

Award given by IAA. April

Toney, Executive Director of the IAA

writes, “The IAA continues to enjoy

success and our members greatly benefit

from your outstanding contribution of

time, money and employees that help

make our events a huge success.” For

more information about the organization,

go to the KTS website and click the IAA

logo on the Membership page.

“always professional, 
courteous, effiecient and

great clean-up.”
~ Troy, Geneva
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Kramer Tree Specialists, Inc.
300 Charles Court, West Chicago, IL 60185ASK ABOUT OUR

WINTER DISCOUNT

Online Payment Option

Follow Us on Facebook™

Review us on Yelp!™

Employment Opportunities
Posted on Website

Moving? Take us with you!
Contact our office with your new address so

we can assist you in caring for your trees!
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adoptable cats will reside in cat colonies, 
too. While the dogs can’t be housed the 
same way as the felines, dog playgroups 
have been introduced as a regular activity 
at the shelter. Social interaction amongst 
the animals improves the adoptability of 
the cat or dog and make for a healthier life. 

Along with Woody’s excitement, he 
showed concern for his pals, “What will 
happen to my friends during construc-
tion?” The shelter has found and continues 
to look for foster homes for many of the 
animals during construction. So as to not 
interrupt possible adoptions, the shelter 
has temporarily relocated to Batavia. You 
can find the fine folks of
Anderson Animal Shelter and
your new companion at 122 W.
Wilson Street. 

Not only will the shelter be 
updated, the website and by 
popular vote, the logo has had a 
make-over, too. We can’t wait to

Woody could not be more excited
for his furry friends cared for at

Anderson Animal Shelter in South Elgin. 
The shelter is being renovated this fall; 
inside and out! Under the direction of 
Exec-utive Director, Beth Drake, this 
significant effort has come to fruition by 
the generous donations of many sources 
such as area businesses donating their 
services and volunteers. The updates on the 
40 year old facility includes, but are not 
limited to, new caging, plumbing 
improvements and parking lot repairs.

Metal cages and chain link kennels will be a 
thing of the past. Kitty condos and indi-
vidual doggy suites are in the works. Social,

see the new and improved Anderson 
Animal Shelter and visit our friends in their 
new residences! 

Woody and his pals ask that you consider 
supporting the Annual Gala & Auction, “A 
Night to Paws”, scheduled for November 
8th at the Q Center in St. Charles. Get a 
head start on your holiday shopping while 
helping the animals. 

To foster or adopt an animal, volunteer at 
the shelter, donate or give items on the
“Wish List”, please go to 
www.andersonan-imalshelter.com or call 
847-697-2880 for more information.

-Woody & Betsy Meyers, Office Manager

630.293.5444

On the roadwithWoody…




